Abstract
Introduction

29
Huge attention has been paid on Big Data from researchers in information 30 sciences, policy and decision makers in governments and enterprises [24, 27, 8] . two related optimization problems were considered.
117
In this paper, we consider the scheduling problem of periodical batch jobs 118 in MapReduce which is rarely studied with the exception of [38] . Data locality 119 is an important factor that affects task scheduling but is seldom considered 120 in the model. We measure data locality by the time that tasks spend on 121 inputting data. Since a task's setup time depends not only on the data size 122 and data locality but also on the schedule of other tasks, it could be regarded 
135
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 contains a detailed 136 description of the problem considered and formulates it as an integer program.
137
A lower bound of the makespan is described in Section 3. Section 4 describes 
Problem description
141
The notations employed in the following are detailed in Table 1 . processed by a number of slots rather than only one slot (machine) in a HFSP.
193
If each job has a single task in each phase, the problem considered resembles a We construct an integer program for the considered problem. To make 202 sure that each task in a slot's task sequence has a predecessor and a successor,
203
we place two dummy tasks v h and v t before the first task and after the last 204 task in each slot, respectively. The setup times and processing times of these 205 two dummy tasks are 0. The decision variables needed are defined as:
The problem is formulated as follows:
s.t.
Equations (2)-(3) provide extra constraints for task completion times. . We propose two lower bounds as follows.
244
Let min [k] denote the k th minimal value (so min [1] is the minimum value)
245
in a non-increasing sequence. 
Mm is a lower bound of makespan of any feasible solution.
253
Proof An intuitive lower bound LB of C max is the average of the total 254 available time I r and the total processing time P r on all reduce slots at the 255 reduce phase, i.e.,
An earlier finish at the map phase means an earlier start at the reduce lower bound of total processing time of reduce slots. We obtain:
For the symmetry consideration on a two-stage hybrid flow shop problem
264
[12], the reduce phase is supposed to process before the map phase. By taking
265
into account the available time I m and the processing time P m of the map 266 phase, we have:
We propose another lower bound LB 2 considering the precedence relation 271 between the two phases (map and reduce). 
The symmetry property of the two-stage hybrid 
Heuristics
294
Three heuristics are proposed for the considered problem in this paper.
295
Generally, heuristics are adopted from those proposed in hybrid flow shop 296 problems, in which jobs are sorted by a sequencing rule at each phase and 297 they are assigned to machines using another rule. The considered problem is 298 unique in that each job consists of multiple tasks, which are the basic units 299 of scheduling. Therefore, three sub-problems should be solved to generate a 300 schedule.
301
(i) The scheduling sequence of the jobs.
302
(ii) The task scheduling sequence of each job.
303
(iii) The task assignment at each phase.
304
There are many options for sequencing rules and task assignment policies.
305
A heuristic is called job-based if the job sequence is generated priori to the 306 task sequencing for each job. On the contrary, a heuristic is task-based if the 307 job sequence is generated according to the obtained task sequences. In this 308 section, two job-based heuristics and a task-based heuristic are presented. 
322
in which S i a is the number of slots allocated to process the tasks of job J i .
323
We calculate the estimated duration of job J i at phase a as the weighted 
354
EASS is based on the EAF task assignment policy. As shown in Algorithm The improvement policy is applied to EFSS and TBS, the obtained 
Time complexity of the proposals
422
In EASS, the time complexity of Step 2 is O(n log n), that of Step 6 is 
Experimental results
437
This section evaluates the proposed heuristics and improvement policy 
Data generation 444
Jobs and tasks information is based on the analysis performed on a
445
Yahoo! M45 production cluster and was generated as follows [38] : (1) 
484
The lower bound proposed in section 3 is used to evaluate the methods.
485
Relative Error (RE) [13] is defined as:
Smaller RE values suggest better solutions as the obtained makespan is
487
closer to the lower bound. phase. Therefore, we need to set a good ω value for the proposed heuristics.
496
To determine the appropriate value of ω, we tested EASS, EFSS and TBS over giving such good solutions. 
Comparison results
546
We now test the three proposed heuristics (EASS, EFSS, TBS) and the 
551
Note that to avoid bias in the result, we have not taken the results from the 552 previous calibration experiment but rather we have run all methods again.
553
Recall that from the result of the calibration, ω is set to 0.7 in all final 554
experiments. Several of the tested factors have an effect on the performance 555 of the methods. Therefore, we compare the heuristics in different scenarios.
556
First we report the average RE results of each algorithm as a function of 557 the slot ratio, number of nodes and job number n in Table 2 . Later we will 558 analyze the statistical significance of the differences in the observed averages.
559
The CPU times employed by the proposed algorithms depend mainly on the 560 number of jobs n. This information, together with the global average RE 561 values is synthesized in Table 3 . We comment on the main findings below. 
570
(ii) Slot ratio and the number of jobs n. The average RE for each job 571 size increases with the slot ratio. Additionally, for each slot ratio, the 572 average RE shows a decreasing trend as n increases. The trend is much 573 more notable when n changes from 50 to 100 and not so obvious after n 574 reaches 200. We can argue that all methods perform better for larger 575 job sizes which are independent from the slot ratio. is some common input data among the set of nodes holding the replicas 607 of input data of different tasks which balance the workload of each slot.
608
However, a special case is that the overlapping becomes less important policy. Therefore, it is necessary to fully take into account the specific 621 configurations of a cluster when selecting methods for scheduling.
622
Now we proceed to the statistical analysis of the experimental results
623
given in Table 2 . While there are large differences in the observed averages,
624
we still need to check if these differences are indeed statistically significant.
We use the same ANOVA tool as before, with the same factors and response 626 variables as used in the experiment. As can be seen, the performance of the proposed methods is largely 628 affected, in a sound and statistical way, by the slot ratios. Additionally,
629
the number of jobs n and the number of nodes also affect algorithms in a 630 significant manner. Overall, when differences between the averages reported 631 in Table 2 are small between any algorithm and considered factor, they end 632 up not being statistically significant. Only large differences can be generalized 
